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1. MIRROR SYMMETRY
  First we introduce some background stories around mirror symmetry.
We recommend [M], which is a good introduction to this subject appeared
at an early stage.
  In the world of Ar =me 2 superconformal field theories (SCFT), each N == 2
SCFT has several actions of N = 2 superconformal algebra (SCA) which
have some symmetry cailed mirror symmetTy as deseribed iR [LVW] ai3d
[AL] .
  Some of N == 2 SCFT come frem Calabi-Yau manifoids, that is IÅqiiklei'
manifolds whose canonical bundle is trivial. There are at least two wa,ys t•o
construct a topological field theory (TFT) on Calabi-Yau manifolds from a
given Ar = 2 SCFT. Witten[W] tentatively called those TFT's as A-model
and B-model. Those two TFT's are related in the level of representation of
N = 2 SCA by the inversion of the cha'rge and some change of para,meter
called spectral fiow.
  IR A-model, path--integra}s sum up all the possible maps ef vcftrio"tt (IG--
grees with respect tc the fixed Kghler c}ass and variogs mappigg cleg. re.es
from ?i. Thits the qxxaktum product, that is the quaittsm mu}tip}k;at•iok
structure on the cohomology group of the Calabi--Yau manifold, is, a,t least,.
a formal sum of the terms depending on the cohomology class of the in)age
of Pi. Here one can read the `number of rational curves' with a given de-
gree from an expansion of the quantum product. The resulting cohomology
ring, the quantum cohomology ring, is constructed by Ruan and Tian[R,T]
or by Kontsevich[Knl. Still, it is open, for instance, whether (1) t•he for-
ma} sum diverges or not; (2) the "number of ratienal curves' recft,}ly• c:omait
somethiRgl the coRstructioR of RgaR-TiaR gses a geiterie a}most co}xp}Gx
strgctgye, which sometimes oRe caR take a complex structgre.
  OB the otheT haitd, in B-model, path-integra}s vanish for kon-coBstant•
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  The product is easier to calculate than using A-model. Candelas et
al. [CdOGP] uses B-model expansion at a boundary of a family of crepant
resolutions of the quotient by a diagonal action of finite group which keeps a
holomorphic 3-form on a onedimensional deformation family of the Fermat
quintic hypersurface in IE)4, to get the `numbers' of rational curves of fixed
degrees on a generic quintic hypersurface in IP'4.
  In the following we restrict ourselves in the case that the Ca,labi-lti'au
manifold is a K3 surface, namely a compact complex surface whose irreg. u-
larity is zero and canonical bundle is trivial. Recall that all the K3 surfaces
are Kahler.
  Let us fix a K3 surface X and let J be aK2ihler class on X. J is a, real
(1, 1)-class and positive for all the effective curves on X. Take another real
(1,1)-class B. We call the complex (1,1)-class w := B + iJ a complexified
Kahler class, after Aspinwall-Morrison[AM]. If w2 E R, then cu2 Åq O by
index theorem. This convention multiplying i to the K5hler class has several
numerical naturalities. Remark also that in the dimension-one case. w sit,s in
                                                        'the upper half plane and the period, too; the sGcalled mirror map exchanges
those two.
  Let A-period as = a(10we (-w2/2)) be an element of HA := HO(C) {)'
Hi,i e H4(C). We heard this definition from Todorov. as is of course
orthogonal to aperiod st and its complex conjugate st. One has as•6 =
as • as == o, as • as År o.
  The class [ZS] E IED(HA) satisfies the same condition as that of the class of
the period, and has one-to-one correspondence to the complexified IÅq"hler
class w.
  A rumor says the mirror map pa for the moduli of K3 surfaces with com-
plexified Kahler class can be constructed as follows, possibly by Aspinwall-
Morrison and Todorov. Let (X, w) be a pair of K3 surface and a complexified
Kahler class on it. This gives classes of period [9x] and A--period [(S.x-] in
the projectivisation of the total cohomology group H'(X,C) which is iso-
metric to Es(-1)02 o U04. If one interchanges [st] and [as], HA and H2 (I
cheated here), uses the surjectivity of the period (and A-period). tu)d g,ets
another pair (Y, m) = pa(X,w). Thus, pa interchanges the complex structure
and the complexified Kahler structure. Dolgachev's work[D] is relat,ed t•o
the case w is a generic algebraic class.
  By index theorem, we get




one has an isometry pa" : H'(Y, Z) - ff"(X,Z) such that pae(asy) -ww (.)-x-.
pae(sty) = asx. There is only a finite possible way to take pa',, ancl It' is
llxique oR (sti A ZSÅ})Å}.
  I refer also [Kb4] for related topics.
2. ToRlc MmRoR s\MME r'ew
  First recall the original Green{iyPlesser construction of mirror manifolds
using Gepner mode}s. ORe takes a defining equaÅíioR of an n-dimensioma}
Calabi-Yau manifold in a product of weighted projective spaces, which is
Fermat-type or almost so. Then the miurror manifold is construct•ed by
taking a (crepant resolutioR of) quotient by the maximal diagoRa} pro.lective
greup which keeps a nonzero ho}omorphic n-form.
  Roan[R] rigorously proved the following prediction in the case of Fermat-
type hypersurface in weighted projective 21-spaces : the Euler numbeur of the
Bew threefold differs exactly (-1) times thaR that of the o}d threefol(l.
  Batyrev[B] proposed more general construction using `reflexive' New-
ton polytopes of defining equations of hypersurfaces in toric Fano varieties,
which is geRe:alized by BerisgviBel aBd Batyrev--Bori$gv[BBI] to the com-
plete intersections. In their construction, the mirror symmetry is simpls,r
to take the polar dual polytope. Batyrev showed that the hi'i and h2•i
ef toric mirrer Calgbi-Yag tkreefo}ds interchaRge. This result genex'tÅrlizes
Roan's result above. In dimension n greater than 3, In fact, Batyrev proved
the similar property for hi'i and h"-i'i of the maximal crepant embedded
prejective partial resglutioi}s of the hypersgrfaces iR to:ic FaRo v-iueieties.
Batyrev-Dais[BD] and Batyrev-Borisov[BB2] defined a `string-theoi'et•ical'
Hodge numbers and showed those numbers interchange for the dua,1 poly-
tope, a$ expected iR mirror symmetry.
  In this section we only treat the hypersurfaces.
  Let M be a free Zmodule of rank (n + 1) and N be its dual. Let• A be
a (n + 1)-dimensiona} stroRgly convex polytope in MQ = M &z @: t•his is
equiva}ent to say A is a cenvex hull of a finite set of points in A!fp which (ftre
not on a same hyperplane. One can associate a polarized variety (PA, O(1))
to A in a natural manner.
  Assume that A is ak integral po}ytope, that is, a}khe vertices of A is in
M. Assume also that Int(A) nM == {O} where Int designates the Tela,tive




which consists of all the points which is greater than or equal to (-1) on
A.
  If A* is also i=tegral, A is said tg be refiexiye. IR sxch g, case.. t-}}e
dualizing sheaf of PA is invertible and antiample, and general antica•nonical
divisors Z(A) have only canonical Gorenstein singularities.
  The to:ic mirroy symmetry is, foT a refiexive po}ytope A, a x}ir}"or mft,ni-
foid of a crepant embedded resoiution of Z(A) with a generai restriction of
a complexified Kblhler class in the ambient space is to be a similar pair for
A*.
  Let us think about the case n = 2. In this case, the minimah'es, o}Rt,ioi}
of Z(A) is a K3 surface.
  Let ll be a free Z-module and take cr in LXÅë. We denete by Åqa•År Åíhe
minimal primitive lattice of L whose Åë-tensor contains a. See [Kb4] for
more details.
  rkÅqstÅr, rkÅqasÅr and Åqst, asÅrÅ} atre computable easily and combinatorially. As
for the lasÅí two, the }attice strueture with respect to the cup product is a}so
easily seen from 1-skeltons of A and A', which is omitted here.
Prepesitiell. For g refiexive po2yhedroR A,
   (1) rkÅq9År :l(A['])-1,
   (2) rkÅqasÅr :l(A"['])---1,
   Åq3) rkÅqst, asÅr-L = 2,,. T=i l*(T)l"(T")•
  Here, l and l" designate the rmumber of integral point in the polÅr'topc,
aRd in the relative igterio: gf the pglytope, respective}y; lli rep}Lese#ts f'e}'
1-skelton; T moves the set of 1-faces of A and T* is the duai 1-face of F.
  The third lattice in the proposition above is a fixed or rather indÅq-)ternii-
kgcy locus gf mirTor map ox the cohemelogy grgups, which appe,ftyc,d k] t•l}e
first section.
  There is a relation between mirror symmetry and sin.crularit,y theory:
the so-called ArRe}d's straRge duality is said tg be a protetype ef mk'ror
symmetry. We refer [Kbl] for some background aitd reiated references.
Theorem. For each class of fourteen exceptional unimodal critjcal points.
there exists a refiexive polyhedrox satisfying Ske foHowiRg collditioxs:
   (1) the minimal resolution of a weighted hypersurface whose A)eu'ton






a non-degenerate hypersurface Z(A), and is a sniooth compactifi-
cation ofa Milnor fibre of the original singularity,
thepolar dual polyhedron A' corresponds to the strange dual class.
stÅ} n asi = o.
  For example, Take x8 + y3 + z2 = O, which is called Ei4 in the list•
of Arnold et al.[AGV]. The nai've choice of A is the fu11 Newton polytope
in P(1,3,8,12) which is the convex hull of the vertices X8,Y3,Z2.vlr24.
that we write here as ÅqX8,Y3,Z2,W24År, is too large and does not sa,tisfy
condition (3). In fact, one should choose ÅqX4Z, Y3, Z2,...År, which defines
the isomorphic singularity x4z+y3 + z2 = O. Still, if one take naively
Åqx4z, y3, Z2, W24År, which is too small in this case. In fact, one should take
as A, for example, ÅqX4Z, Y3, Z2, W6X6, W24År. Its dual Newton polyhedron
is Åqx4,y3,Xz2,W6Z2,W24År in P(1,6,8,9) corresponding the singularit•y
of type Qio•
  We cite here from [Kb2] the all the A's for the exceptional unimodal
singularities. For dual singularities, these refiexive polytopes are dual to
each other. For self-dual singularities, these examples satisfy Aik !! A.
These choices of A are not unique in general.
lass ala2a3 h A




























Qi2 356 15 W,WX,WZ,XZ,XZ,Y:S
S12 345 13 WWXWZWYXy.xz`y2z1711/r




                    3. DUALITY OF WEIGHTS
  In this section, we translate the polar duality to the language of Nve.ights
for the special case of weighted projective hypersurfaces which is a com-
pactification of some affine varieties. I refer also [Kb3] for the contents of
this and next section.
  First we fix some notation.
  Let us fix a positive interger .ZV. Let a = (ao, ai, . . . , aN) a (IV + 1)-tuple
of positive integers and h be the sum of ai's.
  Take the following subset M. of ZN+i: Ma = {(mo, • • • , mN)1 Z an rni =
h}, which we regard as aZ-module by taking (1,...,1) as the origin. M.
is a free Z-module of rank N. We denote its dual by N.. Let P,.. 1)e the
point (O, . . . , O, h/mi, O, . . . , O) in M. X @. We denote the convex hull oÅí-
{•••, Pi-i, Pi+i,•••} by Ti,. and that of {Po,..., PN} by A..
  Then the associated polarized varity IPA. is isomorphic to the weig,hted
projective variety IP(a) = IP(ao, • • • , aN) by Op(a)(h) tO OpA. (1)•
  Let X(A) be a nondegenerate hypersurface whose Newton polytope is
A.
Proposition. Let a, b be (N + 1)-tuple ofpositive integers. Assume that
there exists a Z-isomorphism o : Nb . M. such that A. contains aQ(A:,).
Then for any reflexive polytope A betvveen A. and Ag, one has a birational
map P(a) to PA which induces birational maps a from nondegenerate h,ypei'-
surfaces X(A) oflE"(a) whose newton polytope is A, to general anticanonical
divisors Z(A) ofPA. Moreover, a are morphisms if Ar = 3.
Proposition. Assume ao == bo == 1 and Eai = 2bi = h. The following
two conditions are equivalent.
   (1) There exists an isomorphism a as in the theorem above satisfying
      aQ(Po',b) C 7ro,a and a(7r6,b) = Po,a•
   (2) There exists a Ar-dimensional matrix C whose entry in nonnes'ative
      mtegers satisfymgc(.ai ) - tc (8.' ) == (Z) and 1detcl ==
      h.
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  This correspoxxds to the fact that one can have a mirrer correspondei}ce
wkkin hypersurfaces ef prcjective spaces. We wil} yetiirk te this e.x}m}ple
in the next section.
Theorem. Let a = (1,ai,a2,a3) be a set of weight appearing in fom'teen
exceptional unimodal singularities. Then there exists a set of weig•'kt b =
(1,b;,b2,b3) which is dgai wfth respect to some wefghted ma.ffic sqiiai'e.
Moreover, this b fs unique moduio permutation ofbi 's and coinckies to the
weight of strange duality.
                4. ExAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
  First think about a self-dual weight (1, 1, 1, l). This weight cer:espoitcls
to degree four hypersurfaces in P3. For the sake of simplicity, we will ta,ke
here as A a cone over the vertex Wh.
  The biggest $ubpolyhedron is A(i,i,i,i) itself, which corresponds to the
general family of K3 surfaces whose definikg eqwaticks co=taiR Xh, Yh' . ZS"
and Wh. The Picard number of the generic quartic K3 surface is one, and
A:i,i,i,i) can be embedded in A(i,i,i,i) as
Åqw4, x2yz, xy2 z, xyz2År,
which corresponds to a smooth compactication S of smoothing of union of
four planes in P3. The Picard uaumber of S is 19.
  You may hope there is a `self-mirror' quartic K3 surface, whose Picard
number is half of hi'i. IR fact, olle eaR ea$ily get & pelyhedroR
Ao :-- ÅqW4, Y2Z2, z2x2, x2y2År,
which satisfies A6 Y Ao. The Picard number of the corresponding K3




sti n as-i- whose rank is six. Thus, hi,i =: 20 =: 7+6+ 7 and these tsvo 7's
are exehanged. In this sense, this is also `self-mirror'.
  If yb: take another polyhedrox sgch as
Ai :=. Åqvv4,x4,x2y2,x2z2,xy2z, xyz2År,
stÅ} A as-i- is zero and the Picard nitmber$ of both fami}ies correspon(lkig t•o
Ai or Al are ten.
  Next think about weighted cases. Some of minimal elliptic weig"ht sys-
tems[S], including those ef Arnold's strange dua}ity, have their d"ck} weig}}t,s.
These weights have similar property as in strange duality. For inst,ance,
(1,2, 3,6) and (1,2,4, 5) are dual, In this case, a K3 surface which is a, con)-
pactificatiok of a Mi}Ror fiber of sikgiilarity of type Wi,e : x6 + 2j4 + z2 = g,
is `mirror' to that of some nonisolated singularity with (C*--action of weight
(2,4,5).
  (1, 2, 3, 4) is se}f-dgaJ alld ege cak cgRstruct a series Ai's which }}crrs sk'ict,
inciusions Ai ) ,•• D A6 and satisfies A,'• :N= A7-i,
  In our construction, we only treat the hypersurface singularity but, which
is fict necessarily isg}ated aRd work gR K3 surfaces, rather thaR oit i$ol(kt,e(1
singularities themselves. We note that same Miinor fibres may have severa}
realization as a weighted hypersurface K3 surface or a weighted complet,e
iRtersectieB.
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